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Abstract

Objectives: Across a range of health conditions, apps are increasingly valued as tools for supporting the delivery and co-ordination of healthcare. Research-led cross-sectional reviews of apps are a potential resource to inform app selection in face of uncertainties around content quality, safety, and privacy. However, these peer-reviewed publications only capture a snapshot of highly dynamic app stores and marketplaces. To determine the extent to which marketplace dynamics might impact the interpretation of app reviews, the current study sought to quantify the lag between the reported time of app assessment and publication of the results of these studies.

Design: Searches were conducted on MEDLINE, Embase and PsycINFO to identify published cross-sectional reviews of health, fitness, or wellness apps. Publication timeline metadata were extracted, allowing the primary outcome measure, the delay between app store search and manuscript publication, to be calculated. A secondary measure, the time between search and manuscript submission, was also calculated where possible.

Results: After screening, 136 relevant cross-sectional app review studies were analysed. The median time to publication was 431 days (approximately 14 months, range: 42-1054 days). The median time to submission was 269 days (approximately 9 months, range: 5-874 days). Studies which downloaded apps typically took longer to publish (p=0.010), however the number of apps reviewed did not impact the time to publication (p=0.964). Studies which recommended specific apps were not published more rapidly (p=0.998).

Conclusions: Most health app reviews present data that is at least a year out of date at the time of publication. Given the high rate of turnover of health apps in public marketplaces, it may not be appropriate, therefore, for these reviews to be presented as a resource concerning specific products for commissioners, clinicians and the public. Alternative sources of information may be better calibrated to the dynamics of the app marketplace.
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Strengths and limitations of this study

- This review considers over a decade of published cross-sectional reviews of health apps.
- The age of the review findings, at the time of publication, was determined and compared to the observed rate of change of the app stores.
- The time to journal submission was also calculated, where possible, providing an indication of the quickest possible time for results to be made publicly available to inform decisions.
- Heterogeneity across reviewed clinical and technical domains may impact publication time.
Introduction

Rationale

Smartphone applications (apps) are increasingly valued as tools for supporting the delivery and coordination of healthcare. Across a range of health conditions, there is growing evidence that app-based self-care interventions can be effective at reducing symptoms, supporting self-management, and promoting health behaviour change. In 2017, half of surveyed Australian primary care doctors reported recommending apps to their patients at least once a month. Across both physical and mental health, consumers either indicate interest in using health apps or report having already attempted to integrate apps into their health management. At a systems level, there is growing interest in the potential for digital health to enable value-based care that offers potential resource savings compared to face-to-face therapies. Examples of established initiatives include the Australian Federal Government’s e-Mental Health Strategy, which seeks to increase the accessibility and reach of mental health support while decreasing load on traditional services, and the state of California’s Technology Suite Collaborative, which is harnessing digital technology to expand the capacity and capability of the county mental health systems, again to decrease burden on traditional care pathways. Most recently, the National Health Service in England stated its intention for ‘digitally-enabled primary and outpatient care [to] go mainstream’ across the entire health system as part of its long term plan.

Quality remains a key concern for healthcare providers seeking to integrate health apps into routine care. Content quality, safety, and privacy deficits have been identified in a wide range of health app categories. Despite recent progress in clarifying regulatory requirements around ‘software as a medical device’ in the USA and Europe, only a small fraction of available apps either fall into a category that requires formal regulatory review or have been subject to experimental evaluation. Indeed, the number of health apps evaluated through randomised studies within the research literature is dwarfed by the numbers available to consumers. These apps are typically made available within the same commercial marketplaces as apps for navigation, social media, and finance. This combination of prevalent quality issues and potentially large numbers of options presented without technical differentiation represents a major challenge for healthcare systems, clinicians, and consumers trying to select high quality, clinically-appropriate apps.

Research-led cross-sectional reviews of published apps (‘app reviews’) that critically appraise aspects of app quality and safety are a potential resource for consumers and practitioners, to inform rational app selection. Indeed, many app reviews either state, as aims, an intention to guide health professionals and consumers to the best apps for a given health condition or make recommendations targeting clinicians in discussion. There is now a substantial collection of such reviews; our searches identified at least 149 such studies published between 2008 and 2019. Evidence of the potential impact on practice and policy of these cross-sectional studies include citations in clinical guidelines, professional guidance concerning health app use and design, health system policy documents, and expert reports. Tools commonly used in app reviews, such as the Mobile App Rating Scale...
(MARS), were developed with the explicit goal of providing an app evaluation resource for use by health professionals (as well as researchers.)

However, there is a critical, and widely acknowledged limitation of these reviews: they are static snapshots of a dynamic environment. Within app stores, app updates, additions, removals, and search result list changes are common and unpredictable. In 2016, the dynamic nature of the two leading commercial app environments was quantified. Tracking the search results for depression, bipolar disorder, and suicide prevention apps each day over 9 months, findings indicated that half of the Google Play search results change approximately every 4 months. Moreover, across both platforms, an app for depression became unavailable to download every 2.9 days. These dynamic changes highlight the potential for information contained in cross-sectional reviews to become out-of-date, limiting its validity if used for the purposes of selecting and recommending specific health apps.

**Objective**

In order to explore the extent to which marketplace dynamics might impact the interpretation of research-led app reviews, the current study sought to quantify the lag between the reported time of app assessment and publication of the results of these studies. We assessed the impact on time-to-publication of specific features of the review process likely to act as a proxy for researcher workload, such as whether assessment involved downloading and reviewing app content. Finally, given that some app reviews explicitly state their intention to influence professional and patient behaviour, for example by recommending specific apps for use, we tested the hypothesis that these studies would be published more rapidly.

**Methods**

**Literature search**

We aimed to identify reported studies that performed cross-sectional analysis, assessments, or reviews of smartphone health and wellbeing apps. To identify studies, we developed a bespoke literature search strategy. Working separately, two reviewers (KH and JN) first performed exploratory searches of articles published in 2018 indexed by the MEDLINE citation database. Each reviewer used these searches to try to devise, respectively, a specificity-maximising and sensitivity-maximising search strategy (detailed in Supplementary File 1.)

In order to evaluate the performance of these alternative strategies, the results of each search (specificity-maximising n=78, sensitivity-maximising n=220) were independently screened by two reviewers (ML and JN). After reconciling any differences, screening yielded a binary partition of relevant/non-relevant studies for each search strategy. Subsequent comparison of these results indicated the overall suitability of a specificity-maximising approach. Individual discrepancies in included/excluded studies were also reviewed, yielding qualitative judgements about the likely contributions of different search terms to the observed results.
We used this information to devise a unified search strategy based on the original specificity-maximising approach. This strategy was then re-run on the original sample of 2018 citations to confirm that no relevant citations were omitted. In a final step, we broadened the search to include all years and selectively removed terms from the strategy to ascertain their impact on the final result set. Terms that did not alter the overall result count were discarded. Search results were also reviewed to ensure that studies already known to the reviewers were captured by the strategy. The final search strategy is detailed in Box 1.

(apps or applications or (app adj development)).ti.
AND
(smartphone? or mobile? or cell? or cellular? or (smart adj phone?) or iphone?).ab,ti.
AND
(review or (cross adj sectional) or content or quality or survey or assessment).ti. or (mobile adj2 rating adj scale?).ab. or (google adj play).ab.
AND
(appstore? or store? or marketplace? or (market adj place?) or apple or google or android or download$ or (app$ adj rating adj scale?)).ab.

Box 1. Optimised specificity-maximising search strategy.

Searches were run on MEDLINE, Embase and PsycINFO on 30 April 2019 and included all studies published between 2008 (on the basis that this was the year in which the first commercial app store was launched) and the search date. Search results were combined and deduplicated before screening.

Eligibility criteria

Search result titles and abstracts were reviewed against a standard set of inclusion criteria. Studies were retained if they i) focussed on a topic relating to health, fitness, or wellness (irrespective of whether the intended app users were consumers, carers, clinicians, researchers or some combination of these); ii) involved a cross-sectional search of an app store or library intended to generate a set of apps for subsequent examination; and iii) applied one or more methods to this set to evaluate either the metadata associated with each app (such as app store descriptions), the contents of each app, or both.

Study selection

Each study was screened by two out of three reviewers (of KH, ML and JN), working independently, with any discrepancies resolved by the third reviewer. Inter-rater agreement during initial screening of studies returned by the original search strategy (n=78) was calculated using Fleiss’ Kappa at 0.78, indicating substantial agreement between reviewers.
Data extraction

Following screening, the full text of each included study was obtained for data extraction. Table 1 details the data elements that were extracted, if available. Coding aimed to quantitate the time taken to publish each study and identify proxy measures of the effort required for its completion (e.g. number of apps included in the study, and whether apps were downloaded as part of the review process.) A final parameter concerning whether study authors identified specific apps in their results or discussion (e.g. to recommend for, or caution against, use) was collected to investigate whether inclusion of such recommendations influenced publication speed. The data extraction schema was developed through an initial pilot phase in which n=60 studies were reviewed by three reviewers (KH, ML and JN) to identify relevant data items and confirm the feasibility of extraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication timeline</td>
<td>Earliest search date</td>
<td>Earliest stated date that app stores were searched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latest search date</td>
<td>If a date range is specified, the latest stated date that app stores were searched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated search date</td>
<td>Date of any subsequent searches or updates to the original search.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Submission date</td>
<td>Date of manuscript submission to journal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication date</td>
<td>Earliest identified date at which the accepted, peer-reviewed manuscript is made available to the public – which may be an online-first/electronic pre-print. Pre-prints prior to manuscript acceptance were not considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dates imputed</td>
<td>A Boolean variable coded as: FALSE if both the search date and publication date were specified precisely, or TRUE if either date was imputed. Imputation was based on the mid-point of the specified date range, for example if a search month is specified rather than a search date, then the 15th day of the month was the imputed search date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review parameters</td>
<td>Number of apps reviewed</td>
<td>Number of apps reported for analysis, after any screening or filtering for relevance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apps downloaded</td>
<td>Ordinal variable coded as ‘no apps downloaded’ (e.g. analysis was based on only app store metadata), ‘some apps downloaded’ (e.g. a targeted or random sample), or ‘all apps downloaded’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apps recommended</td>
<td>A Boolean variable coded as: TRUE if individual apps were named and described in a manner which suggests or recommends their use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Extraction was completed in a two-phase process. In the first phase, we attempted to automatically extract study metadata, app store search and publication history dates. We used a heuristic text matching strategy to locate and excerpt relevant text from study full text, published study metadata and citation database records. Any matched text was used to pre-populate a standardised data extraction form for subsequent review.

In the second phase, each study was reviewed manually to verify automatically identified data and populate coding items not suitable for automation. Only studies which reported at least one search date (i.e. earliest search date) and a publication date were retained for analysis. Each study was reviewed by a pair of reviewers (from JH, KH, CL, ML, JN, KO, MT, IW, QW), each working independently. Any discrepancies were resolved by a third reviewer (from KH, ML and JN) not involved in the original review. Because data extraction included items with non-categorical assignments, we assessed inter-rater agreement using raw agreement (the proportion of scored data items where each reviewer pair assigned the same value). Overall agreement was 0.79 (n=1273/1618 data items) versus 0.83 (n=538/646) for those items extracted in the pilot phase. Considering extraction of study publication dates alone, being the data items intended to inform the primary analysis of study, agreement was 0.84 (n=478/570) versus 0.90 (n=207/230) extracted in the pilot phase.

Data analysis

The primary reported outcome is time to publication (TTP), calculated as the difference in days between the earliest search date and the date of publication. This window was justified on the basis that it reflects a conservative upper bound on the ‘staleness’ of information contained in any review at the earliest time it becomes accessible to a public audience. A secondary measure, the time to submission (TTS), was calculated as the difference between the earliest search date and the submission date. Descriptive statistics are reported for both TTP and TTS.

Data concerning review parameters (number of apps reviewed, whether apps were downloaded, and whether apps were recommended) are presented descriptively. Due to non-normalcy, non-parametric tests were used to assess the relationship between these parameters and the primary outcome, TTP. The correlation between TTP and the number of apps reviewed was measured using Spearman’s correlation coefficient (\(\rho\)). The impact of downloading some or all apps on TTP was assessed using a Kruskal-Wallis test, with follow-up tests to identify differences between specific groups. Whether studies which recommended specific apps were published more rapidly was assessed using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Two sensitivity analyses were specified \(a\ priori\). We anticipated that studies would exist where date information was reported only partially, for example, reporting only the month and year in which app searches were performed. In these cases (n=93), we imputed the date as the 15th of the stated month.
or, if the authors reported a range of actual dates, selected a single date lying in the middle of this range. The first sensitivity analysis assessed the consequences of partial date reporting by comparing TTP for those studies where date imputation was and was not required.

A second sensitivity analysis aimed to explore the consequences of assuming that no important app changes occurred between the earliest and most recent app search/update dates. To do this, TTP was recalculated using the last available search date for each study (i.e. the latest reported value of ‘earliest search date’, ‘latest search date’, and ‘updated search date’) and compared to the original TTP measure. For both sensitivity analyses, TTP values were compared using Wilcoxon rank sum tests.

Finally, a post hoc exploration of the relationship between the two effort-related review parameters (number of apps reviewed and whether apps were downloaded) was conducted. The number of apps reviewed was compared across the sub-groups based on whether none, some, or all of the apps were downloaded in the review process and tested with a Kruskal-Wallis test. An additional metric, the review time per app, was defined as the time to publication divided by the number of apps reviewed. This metric was again compared across downloaded sub-groups, and compared using a Kruskal-Wallis test. All analyses were conducted using MATLAB 8.6. As this was an analysis of previously published literature, patients or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of our research.

Results

Search and selection

Searches performed on 30 April 2019 yielded 439 study reports. After deduplication, screening and full-text review (summarised in Figure 1), 136 reports were included in the final analysis.
Figure 1. Study selection flowchart.

**Time to publication and submission**

The median time to publication, TTP, was 431 days (approximately 14 months, range: 42-1054 days) from the earliest search date. 100 papers reported a submission date, however in 8 cases the submission date was prior to the search date, therefore these papers were therefore excluded from the analysis. From the 92 remaining studies, the median time to submission, TTS, was 269 days (approximately 9 months, range: 5-874 days). The distribution of TTP and TTS are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Frequency distributions for (a) the time to publication (TTP), and (b) time to submission (TTS), with (c) a side-by-side comparison.
**Review parameters**

The median number of apps reviewed in the 136 included studies was 52, although there was large variation between studies (range: 4-1806 apps). A near-zero correlation was found between the number of apps reviewed and TTP ($ρ=0.004, p=0.964$).

Authors typically downloaded the apps for review, rather than relying on app store descriptions: 72.1% (n=98/136) papers indicated all apps were downloaded for review vs 17.6% (n=24/136) where no apps were downloaded. A targeted or random sample of apps were downloaded in 9.6% (n=13/136) of studies, and in 1 study it was not possible to determine whether or not apps were downloaded. There was a significant difference in TTP between the subgroups ($p=0.010$). Figure 3 shows the distribution of TTP for each sub-group. Follow-up tests identified a longer publication time when all apps compared to no apps were downloaded (median TTP: 476 days vs 292 days).

![Figure 3. Distribution in the time to publication based on whether apps were downloaded as part of the review process.](image)

Specific apps were named and recommended for use in 15.4% (n=21/136) of the reviewed studies. Studies which included recommendations for specific named apps were published marginally more quickly than other studies, but this difference was not significant (median: 425 vs 440 days, $p=0.998$, see Figure 4.)
Figure 4. Distribution in the time to publication based on whether specific apps were named and recommended.

**Sensitivity analyses**

Two-thirds of the studies (92/136, 67.6%) did not specify an exact app store search date, and two (2/136, 1.5%) were not associated with a precise publication date. In combination, dates were imputed in 93 of the studies (68.4%). The difference in time to publication was not significantly different between papers with precise or imputed dates (457 vs 430 days respectively, p=0.648),

Approximately a quarter of the app reviews (37/136, 27.2%) reported a latest search date, and 5.1% (7/136) reported an updated search date. Using the latest of the three reported dates, the median time to publication reduced to 387 days, which did not reach significance for difference from the primary outcome (p=0.063).

**Post-hoc analysis**

As there appeared to be a relationship between whether apps were downloaded and the time to publication, but no such relationship for the number of apps reviewed in the studies, we conducted a post-hoc analysis to examine whether there was a relationship between these two review features. Figure 5 shows the variation in the number of apps reviewed, based on whether apps were downloaded as part of the review process, and a significant difference was found (p<0.001). Follow-up tests identified significantly more apps were reviewed when no or some apps were downloaded, compared with all apps being downloaded (median number of apps: 130, 175, and 43 respectively).
Figure 5. Variation in the number of apps reviewed, depending on whether the apps were downloaded as part of the review process. The y-axis has been truncated, and not all outlier values are shown.

When the time to publication was normalised by the number of apps included in the review, the review time per app was 8.2 days. There were significant differences between studies based on whether apps were downloaded (p<0.001) – with those studies where all apps were downloaded taking significantly longer (median 12.1 days/app) compared with the no downloaded (2.9 days/app) and some downloaded (4.2 days/app) apps.

Discussion

This study aimed to quantify the extent to which data presented in cross-sectional app reviews is up-to-date by examining the delay between the selection of apps for review and the time of publication. By the time that most app reviews become available for use, a considerable period of time has elapsed (median: 431 days, 14.2 months). This measure still exceeds one year (387 days, 12.7 months) when a more lenient measure of the recency of findings at the time of publication is used. This delay is not wholly attributable to factors outside the control of researchers, such as the peer review process: when the estimated time to submission was calculated to provide a crude metric of the time to conduct the study, excluding journal peer-review and editing processes, there was still substantial time between app search and manuscript submission (269 days, 8.8 months). The time taken to publish app reviews was influenced by the nature of the analysis, with findings indicating that reviews that downloaded apps for analysis took significantly longer to publish than those that did not. Surprisingly, the number of apps reviewed did not influence publication time, however a post-hoc analysis indicated papers that downloaded apps reviewed significantly fewer apps than those that did not.
Given previous research indicating a high rate of turnover in the app marketplace, with 50% of mental health search results changing within approximately three months,\textsuperscript{27} the observed delay in publication raises questions about the validity of study findings at the time they become available to the research, clinical, and broader community, particularly where such reviews focus on recommendations concerning specific products. Reviews may recommend the use of apps which are no longer supported by the developers, have been withdrawn from the app stores or, conversely, have been updated substantially since the review. Contrary to our hypothesis, we did not find that studies making specific recommendations had a shorter time to publication than other reviews. Recommendations for specific apps in published reviews cannot, therefore, automatically be considered reliable. The delay in publication may also mean that more recent, potentially high quality, apps are not made known to the research or clinical communities.

There are a number of potential strategies that could mitigate this issue. The first is for review authors to refresh their results prior to publication. Pre-publication update is a standard practice in systematic reviews. For example, the Cochrane Collaboration will not publish reviews unless the most recent search date is less than twelve months (and ideally less than six months) old.\textsuperscript{28} As part of efforts to improve the quality of cross-sectional app reviews,\textsuperscript{29} editors and peer reviewers should consider at least asking for justification where there is a long period between search and publication. The practicality of this solution must nevertheless consider review-specific factors that may affect the time to publication, the feasibility of update, and whether the review intends to guide clinical and public uses.

The second potential strategy is for authors to adjust the numbers of apps incorporated in their reviews. The relationship between downloading of apps and the number of apps reviewed may indicate that study authors hold some shared perceptions about what represents a ‘publishable unit’ of work. This may be achieved by either downloading a smaller number of apps, or by reviewing the app store descriptions for a larger number of apps. Both appear to result in publication in approximately one year (± three months). While both have merit, it seems likely that studies that scrutinise app content directly are likely to yield richer insights than those relying on summary information presented in app stores for the purposes of marketing. However, with the longer time to publication associated with downloading, it may be appropriate to focus on a smaller sample of the most popular, most used, or top-ranked apps, which can be published more quickly.

A third possible strategy is to remove app assessment and review from the academic sphere, to organisations whose resources are not subject to the constraints of the academic publication process and are, at least in principle, resourced to be able to respond to app dynamics such as update and withdrawal. Indeed, continuous app scanning and review approaches have now been adopted by a number of health organisations, including the NHS Apps Library\textsuperscript{30} and the American Psychiatric Association.\textsuperscript{31} However, despite the intention to provide continuous review, it is unclear how often reviews and recommendations that appear within these portals are actually updated. Further, even within app portals, the large number of available apps often necessitates that thoroughness be balanced with expediency,\textsuperscript{32} potentially still limiting broad utility of such resources.
Importantly, we do not suggest that our findings imply that cross-sectional assessments of health apps have no utility. App reviews may not be the optimal source of timely information about the function and quality of specific apps, but research-based methods are well suited to identifying and providing unbiased estimates of the nature and extent of thematic issues affecting specific populations of apps. Such insights can and have guided systemic responses to app quality problems. Research-led studies have arguably been important both in identifying new issues affecting apps, particularly where identification of issues involves complex exploratory and technical analysis, and in devising systematic strategies for their identification, such as MARS. Unless specifically resourced to do so, it seems unlikely that continuous scanning programmes and app portals will be able to fulfill this discovery function.

Limitations

While this study examined app reviews across all health domains, to characterise the publication delay generally for the mobile health field of research, it did not examine differences across specific sub-domains. It is possible that different outcomes would be observed for different health conditions, for example due to resourcing availability/constraints across clinical domains, or due to differences in self-management approaches for different conditions. These differences were not considered in the current study due to substantial observed heterogeneity in the scope of reviews: some considered only technical domains of app quality (for example, data privacy), some considered broad categories (for example, mental health or physical health), and some considered specific conditions. Furthermore, the databases selected for the literature searches may not have provided complete coverage across all reviews focused on health and wellbeing domains (for example, those reported in allied health publications) or technical domains (for example, those focusing on data privacy and security).

The time to submission was calculated in addition to the primary outcome, time to publication, to provide an approximate measure of the time to conduct the review process. However, this is only a crude estimate as it cannot account for manuscripts submitted to multiple journals prior to acceptance.

Finally, given the research question addressed by this study, we acknowledge the time taken to conduct and publish this review. However, given the relatively slower pace of research compared to app development, these findings from 2019 are likely to still hold relevance.

Conclusions

The majority of health app reviews present data that is at least a year out of data at the time of publication. Given the high rate of observed turnover of health apps in public marketplaces, it may not be appropriate, therefore, for these reviews to be presented as a resource concerning specific products for commissioners, clinicians and the public. Authors of such reviews should, where possible, take steps to minimise the delay to publication, update their results prior to publication and consider whether making specific product recommendations is appropriate. App reviews may nevertheless fulfill important functions to identify novel and thematic issues and guide policy and systemic responses to health app quality and safety. App users should consider alternative sources of information about apps
that are better calibrated to the dynamics of the app marketplace, such as continuous scanning services offered by dedicated health app portals.
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### PRISMA 2009 Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section/topic</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Checklist item</th>
<th>Reported on page #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TITLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identify the report as a systematic review, meta-analysis, or both.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABSTRACT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured summary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Provide a structured summary including, as applicable: background; objectives; data sources; study eligibility criteria, participants, and interventions; study appraisal and synthesis methods; results; limitations; conclusions and implications of key findings; systematic review registration number.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTRODUCTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Provide an explicit statement of questions being addressed with reference to participants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design (PICOS).</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>METHODS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol and registration</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Indicate if a review protocol exists, if and where it can be accessed (e.g., Web address), and, if available, provide registration information including registration number.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility criteria</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Specify study characteristics (e.g., PICOS, length of follow-up) and report characteristics (e.g., years considered, language, publication status) used as criteria for eligibility, giving rationale.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information sources</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Describe all information sources (e.g., databases with dates of coverage, contact with study authors to identify additional studies) in the search and date last searched.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Present full electronic search strategy for at least one database, including any limits used, such that it could be repeated.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study selection</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>State the process for selecting studies (i.e., screening, eligibility, included in systematic review, and, if applicable, included in the meta-analysis).</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection process</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Describe method of data extraction from reports (e.g., piloted forms, independently, in duplicate) and any processes for obtaining and confirming data from investigators.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data items</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>List and define all variables for which data were sought (e.g., PICOS, funding sources) and any assumptions and simplifications made.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of bias in individual studies</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Describe methods used for assessing risk of bias of individual studies (including specification of whether this was done at the study or outcome level), and how this information is to be used in any data synthesis.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary measures</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>State the principal summary measures (e.g., risk ratio, difference in means).</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis of results</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Describe the methods of handling data and combining results of studies, if done, including measures of consistency (e.g., I²) for each meta-analysis.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# PRISMA 2009 Checklist

## RESULTS

### Study selection
- Give numbers of studies screened, assessed for eligibility, and included in the review, with reasons for exclusions at each stage, ideally with a flow diagram.

### Study characteristics
- For each study, present characteristics for which data were extracted (e.g., study size, PICOS, follow-up period) and provide the citations.

### Risk of bias within studies
- Present data on risk of bias of each study and, if available, any outcome level assessment (see item 12).

### Results of individual studies
- For all outcomes considered (benefits or harms), present, for each study: (a) simple summary data for each intervention group (b) effect estimates and confidence intervals, ideally with a forest plot.

### Synthesis of results
- Present results of each meta-analysis done, including confidence intervals and measures of consistency.

### Risk of bias across studies
- Present results of any assessment of risk of bias across studies (see Item 15).

### Additional analysis
- Give results of additional analyses, if done (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup analyses, meta-regression [see Item 16]).

## DISCUSSION

### Summary of evidence
- Summarize the main findings including the strength of evidence for each main outcome; consider their relevance to key groups (e.g., healthcare providers, users, and policy makers).

### Limitations
- Discuss limitations at study and outcome level (e.g., risk of bias), and at review level (e.g., incomplete retrieval of identified research, reporting bias).

### Conclusions
- Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence, and implications for future research.

## FUNDING

### Funding
- Describe sources of funding for the systematic review and other support (e.g., supply of data); role of funders for the systematic review.

---

For more information, visit: [www.prisma-statement.org](http://www.prisma-statement.org).